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ABSTRACT
Question classification is very important for question answering. This paper present our research work on
question classification through machine learning approach. In order to train the learning model, we
designed a rich set of features that are predictive of question categories. An important component of
question answering systems is question classification. The task of question classification is to predict the
entity type of the answer of a natural language question. Question classification is typically done using
machine learning techniques. Different lexical, syntactical and semantic features can be extracted from a
question. In this work we combined lexical, syntactic and semantic features which improve the accuracy of
classification. Furthermore, we adopted three different classifiers: Nearest Neighbors (NN), Naïve Bayes
(NB), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) using two kinds of features: bag-of-words and bag-of n grams.
Furthermore, we discovered that when we take SVM classifier and combine the semantic, syntactic, lexical
feature we found that it will improve the accuracy of classification. We tested our proposed approaches on
the well-known UIUC dataset and succeeded to achieve a new record on the accuracy of classification on
this dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTIONSS
A question answering (QA) system aims at automatically finding concise answers to arbitrary
questions phrased in natural language. It delivers only the requested information, unlike search
engines which refer to full documents. For example, given the question “What was the name of
the first German Chancellor?”1, ideally a QA system would respond with “Konrad Adenauer”.
This usage is intuitive; it saves time and allows a satisfactory result presentation even on compact
mobile devices. Recently QA has been drawing attention: True Knowledge [1] is an English
language web-based system, and IBM’s Watson [2 ] has successfully participated in a quiz
show.LogAnswer [3,4] is a web-based QA system for the German language It works with a
knowledge base (KB) derived from the entire German Wikipedia, and the answers are produced
using a synergistic combination of natural language processing (NLP), machine learning (ML)
algorithms and automated theorem proving (ATP). Those methods analyze and parse complex
question to multi simple questions and use existing techniques for answering them [5].
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Svetlana Stoyanchev [5] presented a document retrieval experiment on a question answering
system, and evaluates the use of named entities and of noun, verb, and prepositional phrases as
exact match phrases in a document retrieval query. While [6,7] presented simplest approach to
improve the accuracy of a question answering system might be restricting the domain it covered.
Paloma Moreda, Hector Llorens et al [8] presented two proposals for using semantic information
in QAS, specifically in the answer extraction step. Its aim is to determine the improvement in
performance of current QA systems, especially when dealing with common noun questions.
Liang Yunjuan , Ma Lijuan, [9,10] discussed the design of dynamic knowledge-based full-text
retrieval system, inverted index technology research and analysis, given some of indexing code,
in order to improve the retrieval accuracy and to achieve a reasonable. The following table
presents comparison about different types of question answering system and methods used in this
system. For correct answer extraction, some patterns should be defined for system to find exact
type of answer and then sends to document processing. [11][12].

2. Question Classification
2.1. Question type taxonomy
The set of question categories (classes) are usually referred as question taxonomy or question
ontology. Different question taxonomies have been proposed in different works, but most of the
recent studies are based on a two layer taxonomy proposed by Li and Roth[13].
Table 1: The coarse and fine grained question classes

2.2 Classification Algorithms
In our experiments, three different types of supervised classifiers were used.For all experiments
involving SVM, we employed the LIBSVM [14] implementation with a linear kernel, and trained
the classifiers using the one-versus-all multi-class strategy. As for the the Naive Bayes and k
Nearest Neighbors implementation, we adopted the LingPipe [15]software package.
 K-nearest neighbor algorithm
 Naive Bayesian classifier
 Support vector machine
o Linear SVM
o Nonlinear SVM
o Multi-class SVM

3. Evaluation Measures
The evaluation measure used to assess the performance of the question classifier is accuracy –
i.e., the fraction of the total number of questions that have been correctly classified. Additionally,
the performance of the classifier for each particular class c is evaluated using precision and recall.
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4. Experimental Results
The first experiment was designed to evaluate the individual performance of the three classifiers:
Naive Bayes, SVM ,kNN using simple unigrams as features, and under the coarse grained
category presented in Table 2. This was an expected finding, since previous literature on this task
– such as [18] , had already reported similar results.
Table2. Question classification accuracy using different machine learning algorithms and
different training set sizes, under the coarse grained category

5. Question feature set
5.1 Lexical features
Lexical features refer to word related features that are extracted directly from the question. In this
work,we use word level n-grams as lexical features
5.1.1 Word level n-grams
A word level n-gram is a sequence of n consecutive words from a given question. The rationale
behind this feature is that questions of the same category tend to share word n-grams.For instance,
the unigram city appears often in questions of type LOCATION:CITY, which can be a good
indicator that the question belongs to this category. Another example is the bigram Who was
which tends to appear associated with questions of type HUMAN:DESCRIPTION.

5.1.2 Stemming and Stopword removal
Stemming is a technique that reduces words to their grammatical roots or stems, by removing
their Affixes. First, we represent the question using the bag-of-words model Second, we apply
Porter’s stemming algorithm [24] to transform each word into its stem.

5.1.3 word shapes
It refers to apparent properties of single words. Huang et al.[20] introduced 5 categories for word
shapes: all digit, lower case, upper case, mixed and other.
5.2 Syntactic features
Syntactic features denote syntax related features, that require an analysis of the grammatical
structure of the question to be extracted.
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5.2.1 Question headword
The question headword is a word in a given question that represents the information that is being
sought after, for example What is Australia’s national flower? Here the headword is in bold face.
the headword flower provides the classifier with an important clue to correctly classify the
question to ENTITY:PLANT.
For natural language sentences written in English language, English grammar rules are used to
create syntax tree.There are successful parsers that can parse a sentence and form the syntax
tree[21]. These parsers are statistical-based parsers which parse an English sentence based on
Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (pcfg) in which every rule is annotated with the probability
of that rule being used. The rule’s probabilities was learned based on a supervised approach on a
training set of 4,000 parsed and annotated questions known as treebank (Judge et al., 2006).
These parsers typically maintain an accuracy of more than 95%. Jurafsky and Martin [25]
provided a detailed overview of parsing approaches. The list of English pos tags which is used for
parsing syntax tree is listed in appendix A. In this work we used Standford pcfg parser[21] has
suggested the combined feature approach.
Algorithm 1 Headword extraction algorithm
procedure Extract-Question-Headword (tree)
if IsTerminal(tree) then
return tree
else
head-child ← Apply-Rules(tree)
return Extract-Question-Headword (head-child)
end if
end procedure
5.2.2 Question patterns
here are still some (albeit few) ques tion categories for which our definition of headword doesn’t
help classification. For instance, in DESCRIPTION:DEFINITION questions such as What is a
bird?,the headword bird is futile because the question is asking for a definition. To prevent some
of these pitfalls, we compile a small set of patterns (some of which are adapted from [20], so that
when a question matches one of the patterns, a placeholder is returned instead of the question
headword.
Algorithm 2 Question headword feature extraction algorithm
procedure HEADWORD-FEATURE(question)
if PATTERN-MATCHES?(question) then
return placeholder
else
return EXTRACT-QUESTION-HEADWORD(question.tree, rules) ◃ Algorithm 1
end if
end procedure
5.2.3 Part-of-speech tags
the parse tree of a question, we extract the pre-terminal nodes to use as features. These nodes
represent the part-of-speech (POS) tags or grammatical classes of the question tokens. For
example, the POS tags of the question “What is the capital of France?” are: WP, VBD, DT, NN,
IN, and NNP.
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5.3 Semantic features contribution
Semantic features are extracted based on the semantic meaning of the words in a question. We
extracted different type of semantic features. Most of the semantic features requires a third party
data source such as WordNet [23], or a dictionary to extract semantic information for questions.
5.3.1Hypernyms
WordNet is a lexical database of English words which provides a lexical hierarchy that associates
a word with higher level semantic concepts namely hypernyms. For example a hypernym of the
word “city” is “municipality” of which the hypernym is “urban area” and so on. As hypernyms
allow one to abstract over specific words, they can be useful features for question classification.
Extracting hypernyms however, is not straightforward. There are four challenges that should be
addressed to obtain hypernym features:
1. For which word(s) in the question should we find hypernyms?
2. For the candidate word(s), which part-of-speech should be considered?
3. The candidate word(s) augmented with their part-of-speech may have different senses in
WordNet. Which sense is the sense that is used in the given question?
4. How far should we go up through the hypernym hierarchy to obtain the optimal set of
hypernyms?
To address the first challenge we considered two different scenarios: either to consider the
headword as the candidate word for expansion or expanding all the words in the question by their
hypernyms. For the second issue the pos tag which extracted from syntactical structure of
question is considered as the target pos tag of the chosen candidate word. To tackle the third
issue, the right sense of the candidate word should be determined to be expanded with its
hypernyms. We adopted Lesk’sWord Sense Disambiguation (wsd), (Lesk, 1986) algorithm to
determine the true sense of word according to the sentence it appears. To address the fourth
challenge we found that expanding the headword with hypernyms of maximum dept 6 will have
the best result. In the next chapter we will show the influence of hypernym’s dept on
classification accuracy.
5.3.2 Question Category
We extracted a successful semantic feature namely question category which is obtained by
exploiting WordNet hierarchy based on the idea of Huang et al. [20]s. We used WordNet
hierarchy to calculate the similarity of question’s headword with each of the classes. The class
with highest similarity is considered as a feature and will be added to the feature vector. In fact
this is equal to a mini-classi_cation although the acquired class will not be used as final class;
since it is not as accurate as the original classifier.

6. Comparison with other works
6.1 Lexico-syntactic features contribution
We trained a SVM classifier using different combinations of both lexical and syntactic features,
in order to assess their individual and combined contribution to question classification. In sum,
we can conclude that the most prominent and discriminative lexico-syntactic features are the
question headword and unigrams and word shapes which contradicts the results obtained by (F. Li
et al., 2008). In the experiment that follows, we experiment the use of these three features in
combination with semantic features.
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6.2 Semantic features contribution
The experiment was designed to measure the contribution of semantic features to question
classification. Specifically, we experimented different combinations of semantic features with the
lexico-syntactic features that yielded the most informative results in the previous experiment.The
best accuracy attained in this experiment for both coarse- and fine-grained classification – 96.2%
and 91.1%, respectively which we can see from fig1. and fig2. this is achieved by using the
combination of the question headword, hypernyms(wordnet),word shapes,question category and
unigrams.

Figure 1.: Question classification accuracy using different combinations of lexical, syntactic, and
semantic features,under the coarse-grained category. Juxtaposed symbols represent a combination
of the corresponding symbols’features

Figure 2.: Question classification accuracy using different combinations of lexical, syntactic, and
semantic features,under the fine-grained category. Juxtaposed symbols represent a combination of
the corresponding symbols’features
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6.3 Comparison with other works
We now compare our results with others reported in the literature. Table1. summarises the
question classification accuracy reached by other relevant works in the literature for this
particular task. All works were evaluated using similar settings as this work, with the same
question type taxonomy, and the same training and test sets.
Table 1.: Comparison of different supervised learning studies on question classification
Study

Classifier

Features

Krishnan et al. (2005)
Linear SVM
U+B+T+IS+HY
Blunsom et al. (2006)
ME
U+B+T+P+H+NE+more
Merkel et al. (2007)
Language Modeling U+B
Li et al. (2008)
SVM+CRF
U+L+P+H+HY+NE+S
Pan et al. (2008)
Semantic tree U+NE+S+IH
Huang et al. (2008)
ME
U+WH+WS+H+HY+IH
Huang et al. (2008)
Linear SV
U+WH+WS+H+HY+IH
Loni et al. (2011)
Linear SV
U+B+WS+H+HY+R
This Work
Linear SVM
U+H+HY+WS+QC

Accuracy
Coarse Fine
94.2% 88.0%
92.6% 86.6%
80.8%
85.6%
94.0%
93.6% 89.0%
93.4% 89.2%
93.6% 89.0%
96.2% 91.1%

From the comparison we can see that in our approach we can get the accuracy for coarse grain
96.2% and for fine grain 91.1% which is much better from previous one.

7. Conclusion
We presented a machine learning-based approach to question classification, modeled as a
supervised learning classification problem. In order to train the learning algorithm, we developed
a rich set of lexical, syntactic, and semantic features, among which are the question headword and
hypernym, , which we deemed as crucial for accurate question classification. We then proceeded
with a series of experiments to determine the most discriminative set of features, which proved to
be the combination of unigrams,Q.category,word shapes, question headword, and the semantic
headword feature. Using an SVM trained on these features, we attained 96.2% and 91.1%
accuracy for coarse- and fine-grained classification, respectively, which, as we write, outperforms
every other state-of-the-art result reported in the literature. Furthermore, we also suggested how
these results could be improved, by using a better training and test set, and extended question type
taxonomy.
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